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ABSTRACT

The innovation of AJAX resulted in more responsive, interactive and faster web applications due to the clever amalgamation of JavaScript, HTML, and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). However, from the user's perspective, this achievement places many challenges before web search engines. One major challenge is due to the complexities in crawling such web applications because multiple states are associated with one uniform resource locator (URL) that cause a mismatch with search model of web search engines, where a web document is uniquely identified by a single unique URL with a single state. Crawling AJAX-based web applications means giving strength and capability to web search engines so that information produced in these highly-interactive web applications is downloaded and indexed. The need here is to investigate the technicalities of AJAX that shatter the metaphor of a web page which the current web search engine utilize during crawling in order to improve the capabilities of web search engines. Although some academic tools have been developed, they produce some false positives which greatly affect the performance of web search engine. We aim to investigate AJAX and AJAX-based web applications as well as the state-of-the-art in crawling these applications along with some prominent issues, challenges and recommendations.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The World Wide Web is a giant source of information in which a continuous change occurs in the way of information storage, retrieval and display. \cite{1}. Simple HTML pages are now being replaced with AJAX-embedded web pages making information retrieval (IR) challenging because of complexities in executing JavaScript, constructing the navigation model and analysis of Document Object Model (DOM)\cite{2}. AJAX, which is short for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Extensible Markup Language), is one of the prominent new techniques that are being used to develop rich and more interactive web applications such as Facebook, YouTube and Google Maps. Unlike a new programming, scripting language or technology, AJAX is a new way to think, design and develop web applications \cite{3, 4}. As content is dynamically and asynchronously produced in AJAX-based web applications, web crawlers are unable to detect AJAX event and execute calls just like humans do using a web browser. Furthermore, a lot of applications on the Web are AJAX-based and are least searchable. A methodology is needed to present content produced by these applications to crawlers for indexing purposes just like in traditional Web IR.

A lot of research has already explored the technical aspects of AJAX, challenges and the benefits it provides to web application developers. However, these articles are limited in evaluating and comparing the relative performance of AJAX web crawlers. In this review article, we critically and analytically review the available literature in order to report the state-of-the-art in crawling AJAX-based web applications along with some prominent issues and challenges. We also briefly discuss the nature of AJAX-based web applications and their differences from traditional web applications. We also cover the similarities and differences between traditional web crawlers and existing AJAX crawlers as well as highlight the limitation in AJAX crawlers. For this purpose, we searched the major Computer Science digital libraries and other related databases to collect relevant articles that best describe this new technology. We carefully reviewed and analyzed all the selected articles and reported the state-of-the-art accordingly. We hope that this research paper will open new research avenues for researchers interested in this domain. Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the journey
from conventional web applications to AJAX-based web applications focusing on the philosophy behind AJAX, the underlying differences of AJAX-based web applications from traditional web applications and some merits and demerits of AJAX-based web applications. Section 2 also contributes an evaluation framework for comparing traditional web application model with AJAX-based web application model. Section 3 presents crawling traditional as well as AJAX-based web applications along with its importance, the behavior of these applications towards crawlers and an evaluation framework for comparing different AJAX crawlers.

2.0 FROM WEB APPLICATIONS TO AJAX-BASED WEB APPLICATIONS

In the beginning of the Web in 1990s, web pages were static and updating a portion of the page required reloading the whole page from the server, resulting in an increase in refresh ratio as well as greater consumption of the bandwidth. This was a great impediment, and researchers started thinking of making web applications faster and more productive just like desktop applications. To overcome these problems, AJAX was introduced in 2005 and standardized by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in 2006 [4]. Because of its rich interactivity with client-side, AJAX attracted developers and researchers in a very short time interval and resulted in an explosion of questions about how to use AJAX in web applications [4]. Based on studies presented in [4, 5], we can plot the historical timeline of AJAX as shown in Fig. 1. Most of the modern web applications have started using AJAX as it provides very fast asynchronous communication with the client-side. Today, many popular companies are using AJAX e.g., Google, Yahoo and Microsft in their applications.

AJAX is neither a new programming nor new scripting language, rather, it is a new way of thinking to use existing technologies in producing web applications that are better, faster and more interactive [3, 4]. AJAX uses the existing technologies, languages, levels and protocols in a new way to gain rich interaction with client-side that is very analogous to desktop applications [4, 6]. These well known, mature, stable and widely used tested technologies work together in different levels for creating a new and more powerful web application development model in order to overcome the problems of request-wait and response-wait patterns. These technologies include markup languages including HTML, XHTML and XML. Presentation languages including CSS and DOM for display and update. Client-side scripting languages such as JavaScript, XMLHttpRequest object for asynchronous communication with server. XML, XSLT and JSON for data exchange and JSP, JSF, Perl, Ruby, PHP and ASP for server-side scripting. DOM is a tree data structure that is assembled at the client-side following the hierarchal construction of corresponding web page [7].

AJAX is not tied to a specific markup, scripting, data exchange format or a specific server-side scripting language, rather, an AJAX application can be developed using any combination of tools, e.g., instead of JavaScript, one can use VB Script, and instead of XML one can use JSON and so on. This way of re-using available technologies makes AJAX distinctive on the Web. AJAX allows web applications to make asynchronous connections with the web server i.e., in AJAX-based web applications, clients do not have to wait for a server response after sending request. This enables AJAX-based web applications to give users a more responsive experience. AJAX makes it possible for a part of a web page to be updated, deleted and created independently.
2.1 AJAX-Based Web Applications Model

AJAX-based web applications also called Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) [8] are a new breed of highly interactive and highly dynamic web applications [9]. The client-side part of AJAX-based web application is composed of three layers. These layers include user interface, JavaScript code and AJAX engine. On the user interface, the HTML, CSS and DOM work together. HTML and CSS provide format and structural attributes to the interface being processed as a request to the server for output, and DOM offers means for dynamically accessing and updating content, structure, style, and other elements of the web page. The second layer where JavaScript code resides and records all events generated by users through EventListener in order to provide input to the user interface for presentation to users and increase web application interactivity and responsiveness [10]. The third layer, which comprises of AJAX engine, acts as a middle layer between server and client. AJAX engine makes the asynchronous communications between server and client using XHR object i.e. EventListener sends data to XHR object [11]. XMLHttpRequest is the core of AJAX which enables AJAX engine to receive new data from the server without reloading the whole page [12]. The XHR object asynchronously requests the server through HTTP or HTTPS protocol. The server processes the request accordingly and sends the result back to XHR object in order to update DOM. Some of the processing is performed on server-side whereas some data verification and processing is carried out on the client-side. Only that data is requested through XHR object which is needed from the server [11]. While in traditional web application modal, the whole page is requested from the server because there is no processing related to the application logic on client-side. AJAX-based web applications offer several advantages over classical web applications but we should not over estimate it because in AJAX-based web application, the data is JavaScript-driven, created on the fly which is not SEO-friendly [13].

AJAX allows web applications to make asynchronous connection with the server where users need not wait for a response from the server but are able to utilize resources and work in the same page during request (as shown in Fig. 2). At the client-side, a user generates an event that calls the desired JavaScript function, which creates and configures an XMLHttpRequest object. This object calls the server in an asynchronous way which processes the request and returns results in the form of XML document. In response, the XMLHttpRequest object calls the call-back function, checks out that the server has printed the results and keeps these in variables [12]. The DOM is updated accordingly with the new response and AJAX process ends.

![Fig.2: AJAX interaction with server: (a) Traditional Web Model vs. (b) AJAX Web Model](image)

2.2 Traditional vs. AJAX-based Web Application– An Evaluation Framework

In traditional web application, (1) the user sets up an HTTP request to the web server on the user interface. (2) In response, the web server processes the request upon receiving data, crunching numbers and communicating with different legacy systems, and responds back to the user with an HTML page [14]. This is not a fruitful approach because user is waiting for response and thus resources are wasted. This start-stop-start-stop nature of traditional approach has some shortcomings including: (1) overall execution is performed by server, (2) repeated transmission of similar data, and (3) slow retrieval due to requesting whole page. In contrast, AJAX abolished...
this start-stop nature of client-server interaction using an intermediate AJAX engine between client and server. This intermediate layer allows client-server communication to be carried out asynchronously in background for giving immediate answer to the client-side [4, 15]. Thus AJAX updates only specific components and allows direct interaction with the browser resulting in more interactive, responsive and faster interfaces which ultimately reduces the overload on server side and the waiting time [16]. Table 1 presents an evaluation framework for comparing traditional web applications with AJAX-based web applications using several evaluation criteria.

Table 1: A comparison of traditional Web Application with AJAX-based Web Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>AJAX-based Web Application</th>
<th>Traditional Web Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Page Refresh</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stateful</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-Stop-Start-Stop</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection</td>
<td>Asynchronously</td>
<td>Synchronously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servers</td>
<td>Converting data to HTML</td>
<td>Need no conversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Performance</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visibility to Search Engine</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic to &amp; from the Server</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich Assets</td>
<td>Interaction-Based</td>
<td>Text-Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Time</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Poor-fixed</td>
<td>Well-fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over Load on Server</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.0 CRAWLING AJAX-BASED WEB APPLICATIONS

This section investigates crawling of conventional as well as AJAX-based web applications, importance of crawling AJAX-based web applications, AJAX-based web crawlers and behavior of AJAX-based web applications towards crawlers. An evaluation framework for comparing different crawlers used for crawling of AJAX-based web applications is also contributed.

3.1 Crawling Conventional Web Applications

Crawlers are the heart of web search engines [17]. They are programs designed specifically for searching the Web and downloading web pages that are subsequently indexed and searched against user search queries [18]. In addition to web search engines, [19] crawlers are also used in mining the Web, comparison shopping engines and other applications by processing large number of pages [20]. After reaching a particular website, the crawler first requests robot.txt file to know whether it is allowed by the site owner to download web pages and other content. The information such as which portions of the site are allowed to visit and how many times the crawler can visit the site is also present in robot.txt file [21]. It is important for a site to have robot.txt file, otherwise, the crawler assumes that indexing any content of the site is allowed. After reading robot.txt, the crawler recursively explores the website as (i) fetch a page (ii) parse it to extract all linked URLs (iii) for all URLs not seen before, repeat steps (i) and (ii) [14]. In other words, crawling is the process of traversing the Web automatically by retrieving a web page and then recursively retrieving all web pages [22]. Examples of well know crawlers include Googlebot from Google, and MSNBot (from MSN). Web crawling has been a focus many research articles including [17, 23-28], which are worth reading.

In spite of their simplicity, web crawlers have problems and challenges regarding the engineering of web applications such as scalability of the Web and technological advancements [18, 20]. Some of these challenges include①: how many pages they can crawl without becoming bogged down? How speedily they can crawl pages

① http://www.semclubhouse.com/advances-in-crawling-the-web
without overwhelming the sites that they visit? How many resources do they have to utilize for crawling and repeating the process? Most importantly, crawling dynamic resources such as AJAX-based content systematically and efficiently is a big challenge. Therefore, web crawlers should have a module capable for addressing these challenges to cope with advancement in technologies and information structure.

3.2 Crawling AJAX-based Web Applications

Although the introduction of AJAX-based web applications to the Web results in increased interactivity and responsiveness, it creates some problems for traditional web crawlers in crawling them. To the best of our knowledge, there is no tool developed so far to address the asynchronous communication of AJAX-based web application with the server, in which one URL have several page states. This is noticeably a main problem that must be covered because much of the applications on the Web are AJAX-based. An up-to-date crawler only goes out and collects pages from the Web, it neither ranks nor crawls AJAX content but only provides extracted URLs to search engine for indexing and ranking [29].

Traditionally, it is difficult for search engine to process AJAX content because AJAX content is produced dynamically and asynchronously by browser actions and thus not visible to crawlers. Search engines like Google either ignore AJAX-based web applications or produce false negatives [30]. Because there is no module in current crawlers to understand and detect AJAX events and execute AJAX calls just like human do using a web browser, the result is the non-availability of crawlers that can crawl AJAX-based web applications both systematically and efficiently.

3.2.1 AJAX Web Crawlers

In last 18 years AJAX-based web applications crawlers made significant progress in the domain of web search engines [26, 29-33]. In this way, several papers have been published (described in current state-of-the-art). For example, [34, 35] focus on crawling strategies, [29, 30] focus on searching and crawling AJAX-based web applications, [36] focus on making AJAX-based web applications accessible to search engine. This facilitated Information Retrieval, however the research is still not sufficient in reporting crawling AJAX-based web applications and we are trying to address the fundamental problem of crawling [15].

3.2.3 Importance of Crawling Ajax-based Web Applications

Much of the information on the Web is AJAX-based and can play an imperative role in the effectiveness of the Web. Consider comments on YouTube and social blogs etc., which are AJAX-based and can be loaded from the server without refreshing the complete page and the altering of URL. YouTube\(^2\) is a website that includes both user view and AJAX parts. Fig. 3 shows a typical YouTube page consisting of both user view and AJAX part, which can better explore the benefits of crawling AJAX- part of this web application along with other content.

In the first page by default, comments are displayed below the video in comment box. The comments are uploaded seamlessly from the server when requested without changing the URL [29]. The available web search engine cannot index such content [30], because they cannot understand the logic on the client-side i.e. for each click, the desired JavaScript function is triggered. AJAX call is made to the server, which seamlessly uploads the content to the same area, leaving the rest of the page untouched. For instance, consider the particular President Obama’s speech called “message for America’s students” which is addressed with information (President Obama’s message for America’s students) included in the title. By using traditional search, one can only find this speech by entering the title information in the search query. An interested user may not know all information needed for finding this video; they may either know the country name or other information which is not available to the search engine. This can only be possible if AJAX content becomes useful for search engine. Thus, by crawling AJAX content, one can easily find out this speech by entering any of the relevant information. Furthermore, crawling provides basis for indexing which is important for searching. Also, more and more of the applications on the Web are becoming AJAX-based because these modern applications are user friendly and provide an enhanced experience to end user [31]. Therefore, crawling AJAX-based Web applications is indispensable.

\(^2\) http://www.youtube.com
3.2.3 The Behavior of AJAX-based Web Applications towards Crawlers

Today, most of the Web is occupied with AJAX-based web applications and it has been realized that AJAX-based web applications are faster, richer and more responsive. However, these features are costly because AJAX makes crawlers unable to see the content that is created dynamically.

Since AJAX-based web application can present all states of the application seamlessly without changing the URL [36], it halts the rule that one URL is for representing and accessing a single unique web page. Resolutely, it means that in AJAX-based web applications different page states may be associated with one single URL which can be seen by the user but not by the crawler.
To explain diagrammatically that AJAX-based web applications are not crawlers friendly, we present the bumpy DOM of cricket website\(^3\) as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 which clearly show that one URL has several page states which cause a mismatch with up-to-date search model of search engines. Currently no crawler exists that can handle and save complex client-side code (JavaScript etc.) that is existing in AJAX-based web applications for asynchronous communication due to some challenges caused by how AJAX crawling deals with JavaScript execution, construction of navigation model and analysis of DOM. Consequently, the desired state cannot be crawled, indexed and searched resourcefully because the application logic that dynamically loads content is not understood to web search engines [16].

![Fig. 5: The states of DOM (DOM1; DOM2) having same URL\(^4\) after granular JavaScript functions execution](image1)

### 3.2.4 Comparison of AJAX Crawlers

We are presenting here a simple evaluation for comparing different AJAX crawlers developed so far. The experimental results obtained while crawling AJAX-based web applications using WSPINX as a traditional crawler are shown in Fig. 6, whereas statistics resulted when crawling AJAX-based web applications using AJAX crawlers are summarized in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 6: Results of static crawler](image2)

From the evaluation, it is clear that WSPINX takes less time in crawling. However, it is a static crawler and can only crawl static hyperlinks while the rest can crawl dynamic states under the same URL but take more time. Therefore, it can be concluded that static crawler is much better in performance than AJAX crawlers. In case of static web pages however, it is imperative to optimize the technique in order to make search engine able to index useful information of the today rich Internet applications (RIAs). According to literature review that we have carried out, we found no crawler to efficiently and systematically crawl RIAs. As we have discussed and

---

\(^3\) http://www.espncricinfo.com/,  
\(^4\) http://www.espncricinfo.com
examined some academic tools [2, 7, 29-31, 34, 36-38] developed so far for crawling AJAX-based web applications, we deemed them unsatisfactory and unable to fulfill the desired requirements of web search engines. Consequently, crawling AJAX-based web applications is very limited in practice.

![Graph showing number of states discovered by various tools](image)

**Fig. 7: Number of states discovered by various tools**

4.0 THE STATE-OF-THE-ART IN CRAWLING AJAX-BASED WEB APPLICATIONS

With the advancements in technologies, the Web has become a huge repository of informational resources where static content has been replaced by dynamic as well as AJAX-embedded web pages, which is a barrier to information retrieval in crawling and indexing [39] as existing web crawlers are unable to crawl AJAX-based web applications [34]. Currently, search engines are limited in fully understanding the application logic of AJAX-based web applications that load content dynamically because all states of the page are identified by a single URL which is incompatible with the current model of web search engines such as Google, and Yahoo [38].

Although several approaches have been proposed in the literature in order to systematically and efficiently crawl AJAX-based web applications, these approaches are limited as the crawling engines are usually “protocol-driven” (i.e., make a socket connection on the target host). Once the connection is established between client and server, client sends HTTP requests and tries to interpret responses. All parsed resources are then collected and saved for future access [37]. This approach, however, does not work when the crawler comes across an AJAX embedded page because all target resources embedded in the DOM context are the part of JavaScript code which can’t be crawled by traditional crawling engine. To understand and trigger this DOM-based activity, an “event-driven” crawling in [37] has been proposed for AJAX-based web applications. An event driven crawling is carried out in three steps: analyzing and interpreting client-side JavaScript, handling DOM, and dispatching DOM model content extraction [40]. It uses modern browsers as underlying platform for accomplishing AJAX crawling with automated information extraction using tools (namely Watir and Crowbar) to extract page data after encountering changes in DOM. This way, it changes the way requests are made and meets some of the requirements of AJAX search crawler using both “protocol-driven” and “event-driven” approaches. However, no automatic state traversal algorithm exists to traverse the web application in detecting all possible events and their desired JavaScript functions like humans do using a web browser [38]. This problem is addressed in [29] by devising AJAXSearch. The architecture of AJAXSearch is shown in Fig. 8, which is an AJAX-aware search engine designed for indexing AJAX-based web applications.
In AJAXSearch, the crawler goes through the application data for obtaining transition graph that can be used in indexing later by the search engine. Using states and transitions, the crawler creates an application model which is read by the indexer in order to build an inverted index of all AJAX-specific information. The query process is used to handle querying the indexed file for returning application states. The AJAXSearch identifies events in web page and starts crawling using standard breadth-first search. For introducing new states, the approach compares the content of each state and come across DOM with the already-discovered states. During the crawling process, the result of each state is maintained in special application model annotated with latest information. The other components of the architecture also get information from the application model for their desired use. This way, AJAXSearch has resolved several challenges regarding crawling AJAX-based applications. The issue of completeness and closeness of the application model were resolved by setting a maximum depth limit to avoid numerous event invocations. Identical states are identified by comparing the content of new DOM with the existing state where AJAXSearch chooses a new state only when the transition generates a new DOM. For maintaining contextual information, all JavaScript variables are maintained as part of the state during crawling. For personalized content, it uses minimum intervention from user to access the content in an enterprise-only crawling or user-specific crawling [29]. However, the problem of handling duplicate JavaScript function invocations and accessing previous states is problematic.

To avoid duplicate JavaScript function invocations, Matter [30] extends AJAXSearch using the concept of “Hot Node” which also handles access state problem. A hot node is one that fetches content from the server, and a call from such a node to the server is called a hot call. He contributed the modeling of AJAX sites as transition graphs containing all application entities including states, events and transitions based on user events for exploring states. For AJAX crawling, the approach takes into account the events in a web page where crawling starts by triggering all events in a web page using breadth-first crawling algorithm for building AJAX model. Some of challenges solved using this approach include the challenges of infinite state expansion, infinite loops, identical states, irrelevant events, and handling number of AJAX calls. For improving crawling efficiency, this approach uses heuristics that helps in constructing the JavaScript invocation graph so that irrelevant AJAX invocations to the server are avoided. Here, each node in the graph represents a JavaScript function and its dependencies. By the use of caching, the AJAXCrawl has resolved the problem of state access. However, caching AJAX states is not so easy because, for such purposes, it is important to save the DOM and maintain JavaScript runtime environments. Further, the JavaScript engine i.e., Cobra has a poor and very limited support for complicated JavaScript functions [38].

In determining and understanding the state of user interface, both dynamically and asynchronously, Mesbah et al [36] present an auto-full-scan crawling algorithm by implementing a tool called Crawljax that automatically analyzes and reconstructs user interface states and can identify all clickable events that change the state of the application. From the discovered information, Crawljax infers a state flow graph for capturing states of user interface and possible transitions between them. Finally, a multipage state version of the original AJAX applications is produced in a methodical way. Crawljax performs crawling in two phases: inferring the state of machine and then generating pages that can be indexed. An embedded browser is used for executing AJAX technologies such as CSS, JavaScript, DOM and XMLHttpRequest. A robot simulates user inputs in the embedded browser. The controller is the key module which accesses the embedded browser in finding out changes in DOM and controlling robot actions. The module also shows responsibility for updating finite state machine when DOM encounters relevant changes and also calls the sitemap generator and mirror site generator process when the crawling is over. The finite state machine module maintains the state flow graph as well as pointers to the current state.

Crawljax uses Levenshtein [41] method for DOM tree comparison to differentiate one state from the other. Mesbah et al [reference] also developed specific language for AJAX crawling called Crawling AJAX Specification Language (CASL) for defining all clickable elements and their order in which AJAX-based web
application should be crawled. They also suggest that in finding shortest path between initial and desired state, Dijkstra shortest path algorithm can be used for optimization. The proposed crawler may be used in carrying out state-based testing and using depth-first algorithm in automatically executing all user interface elements. However, reload and click-through functions are inefficient [38].

Benjamin et al. [34] demonstrate that the algorithms presented in [29, 36] are not efficient, and to date there is no tool which can truly crawl rich Internet applications (RIA). They proposed another strategy for efficient crawling of these applications called model-based crawling. The tool automatically infers an accurate model of RIA by conceptualizing the application as finite state machine. The states that this machine represents are distinct DOMs and transitions, and on the current DOM, they are JavaScript events such as MouseOver, OnSubmit, Onclick etc. [31]. They also present that a useful and accurate model must fulfil three conditions: (1) the model is complete i.e., it must represent all the transitions as well as all reachable states, (2) the model must be built using a deterministic way, and (3) the model should be produced efficiently. The first two conditions are easy to achieve but efficiency is obviously the most challenging one. To define an efficient strategy, a methodology named “Model-Based Crawling” was proposed in [8].

In model-based crawling, first the behavior of the AJAX-based web applications is explained with the assumption that the application will show such type of behavior. Based on the assumption, one can then define the anticipated model of the AJAX-based web application called the “meta-model”. This transforms the crawling process from the discovery activity to the activity of validating, the hypotheses do not need to be truly valid. Second, once the model is created based on assumed hypothesis, an efficient strategy for crawling may be defined to verify the model. Without assumption, it is impossible to create any strategy that will be efficient. Finally, in order to reconcile the predicted model with the reality of the application that is crawled, we immensely need to establish an approach. Whenever there is a notable difference encounters between the application model and the hypotheses, we need to take a corrective action for adapting the crawling strategy. The hypercube meta-model was developed in this context, based on the assumptions that the sequence of events execution does not change the reached state and that once the event execution completes, it becomes disabled and does not enable or disable other events [8].

In order to fulfill the requirement of efficiency, an efficient strategy is developed to crawl rich Internet applications that follow the hypercube meta-model. The strategy will visit each state of the hypercube as soon as possible. After visiting all states, the strategy completes the crawling by planning resourcefully to traverse with all such transitions. As in finite state machine, there are n! different paths from the bottom state to the top state. They also developed an algorithm that completes crawling in (n choose (n/2))[^n/2]^ paths rather than n!. But for practical use, the proposed method is very complex and complicated and their current hypercube model can establish strategies for creating hypercube of maximum 16 dimensions [38]. Peng et.al [38] proposed graph-based AJAX Crawl to crawl AJAX-based web applications with minimal edge visits [38]. The approach has distinguished different AJAX events into reload events, prohibited events, state independent events and state dependent events in order to define an approach for triggering. The proposed graph-based AJAX Crawl adopts greedy approach [42] by looking at an event from the current state if there is an unexplored event. Otherwise, the crawler moves to the closest state with new events. The authors have also [38] proposed two other procedures, namely DFS and BFS and concluded experimentally that all three procedures have same performance by testing these on AJAX-based web applications. However, to answer the importance of information retrieval in dynamic client-side hidden AJAX content, Google also developed strategy for crawling AJAX-based web applications.

Google proposed two methods [32] (Hijax approach, AJAX crawling scheme). Hijax modifies the way of writing URL to explore dynamic content of a web page to search engines. The approach has several limitations as it does not cover the domain where the AJAX content is created dynamically based on the input of the user. According to Google AJAX crawling scheme there should be an agreement between website owner and crawlers to acknowledge these steps [32]. In brief, according to Google, first the crawler finds the pretty URL (a URL having #! Hash fragment) and transforms it into ugly URL, it then requests the server for the desired content. The server returns the result in the form of HTML snapshot, which is then processed by the crawler. However, there is no tool to automatically generate HTML snapshots, therefore the developers have to do a lot of work for its incorporation. Currently only Google makes use of it [13].

Zhang [7] proposed another approach to address the limitations of Google AJAX crawling scheme. The approach is based on HTML and JavaScript analysis through DOM using breadth-first search algorithm. The
DOM-based AJAX crawling approach generates static mirror of the website using State Transition Graph (STG) which is a directed graph $\langle V, VR \rangle$, where $V$ represents vertices i.e., states $\{v_1, v_2, \ldots\}$ and $VR$ represents transitions $VR= \{<v,w>|v,w \in V\}$ between vertices $v$ and $w$. The approach is simple, however there is no way to identify clickable and duplicate JavaScript functions and caring infinite loop at each level resultanty not focusing on efficiency of crawling and takes more time. It is can be concluded from the discussion that while several approaches have been proposed in literature in order to handle the issues regarding crawling AJAX-based web applications, we are still miles away from an ideal web crawler that handles the multiple states of a web page associated with a single URL. Further research should be conducted to explore ways to handle the issues regarding crawling of AJAX-based web applications discussed in this research article.

5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Crawling AJAX is the process of making search engines capable of crawling today’s highly-interactive AJAX-based web applications. To date, web crawlers do not read AJAX-based web applications efficiently and systematically because AJAX-based web applications are highly dynamic even very granular change adds content to DOM through JavaScript functions. Crawling AJAX-based web applications is a very challenging problem, and has not been addressed by current search engines resourcefully. In order to enable web search engines to incorporate an AJAX crawler, it is necessary to keep in mind its high optimization. Most of web applications are AJAX-based so it is important to study more specific AJAX-based web applications and their technicalities for expanding AJAX crawler and taking care of search engine optimization.

There are several avenues for future work. The performance of AJAX crawler can be improved by an in-depth insight into request time, network latency, selection of clickables (on-click, double click, mouse-over etc.). Future work also includes improving the performance of technique by reducing the frequency with which duplicate transitions occur in the state machine. This can be done by avoiding invoking events on nested elements. For instance, consider the HTML tag: $<td><b>shah</b></td>$. Here clicking a nested tag produces the same effect as clicking on the $<td><b>shah</b></td>$. It means there is no need to invoke the same event again so to reduce the number of duplicate transition in STG.
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